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Abstract: At the end of each course, students are required to give feedback on the course and
instructor. This feedback includes quantitative rating using Likert scale and qualitative
feedback as comments. Such qualitative feedback can provide valuable insights in helping the
instructor enhance the course content and teaching delivery. However, the main challenge in
analysing the qualitative feedback is the perceived increase in time and effort needed to
manually process the textual comments. In this paper, we provide an automated solution for
analysing comments, specifically extracting implicit suggestions from the students’ qualitative
feedback comments. The implemented solution leverages existing text mining and data
visualization techniques and comprises three stages namely data pre-processing, implicit
suggestions extraction and visualization. We evaluated our solution using student feedback
comments from seven undergraduate core courses taught at the School of Information Systems,
Singapore Management University. The experiments show that the proposed solution generated
suggestions from the comments with the F-Score of 78.1%.
Keywords: student feedback, teaching evaluation, implicit suggestions, text analytics, text
mining, classification techniques

1. Introduction
Student feedback on course and instructor provide a wealth of information about students’ experiences
in the course (Lizzio et al., 2002). Student evaluation systems help to counter anecdotal information
about teaching behaviours and effectiveness. The evaluation systems provide a channel to
systematically assess teaching and provide useful information about the effectiveness of teaching
methods, instructor presentation, assignments, etc. (Moore & Kuol, 2005). This valuable feedback
helps the instructor in improving the teaching and learning process (Murray, 1997; Elaine & Iain,
2005;Hounsell, 2003).
Education institutions conduct, analyse and disseminate the results of course evaluations either
online, on paper, or through a combination of both methods. The student evaluation systems collect two
types of evaluations; quantitative and qualitative. At the end of the course, the instructors will receive
the evaluation reports for analysing their course delivery.
The quantitative evaluations are analysed, summarized and a table with statistics along with
comparisons across the courses and faculty is generated for the instructors' perusal. The qualitative
evaluation report comprises the students' feedback presented as a list of comments. The main challenge
in analysing the qualitative feedback is the perceived increase in time and effort needed to assess written
comments. For example, a single course, depending on the class size, can contain student comments
that can range anywhere from 50 to 1000 sentences. Therefore, due to pragmatics, qualitative feedback
from students is primarily conducted, evaluated and used for formative, rather than summative,
purposes (Franklin, 2001; Lewis, 2001). Few research works explored how evaluations are used by
several groups in the education such as instructors and administrators (Beran & Violato, 2007; Beran et
al., 2005). The studies indicate that these groups rarely review written comments, and prefer use only
what they perceive to be the more time-efficient, the quantitative ratings.
However, research undertaken by Harper and Kuh (2007) reveals that qualitative teaching
evaluations can often bring to light issues that cannot emerge through conventional quantitative means.
Beran et al. (2005) suggested that students, instructors and administrators ought to be offered training
about the value of written comments and on techniques for, respectively, writing and analysing these

comments effectively. However, manually analysing qualitative feedback of large data is painstaking
and tiring process due the high volumes of data. Therefore, there is a need for automated tools to
analyse the qualitative comments and extract useful information from the comments and present
insights in a user friendly format.
In general, the students' comments can be categorized into three types; Objective comments,
Opinions and Suggestions.
Objective comments: An objective comment is a sentence which is completely unbiased. It is
generally a fact about entities or events and their properties. For example “The programming
fundamentals are taught in the first three weeks of the course” is an objective comment (Liu, 2010).
Opinions: Unlike factual information, opinions are subjective expressions that describe
people’s sentiments and feelings towards entities or events (Beran et al., 2005). For example,
“sometimes the instructor talks too fast for us to grasp the concept” is a sentiment towards the
instructors’ presentation skills. A polarity can be assigned to the opinions. A single opinion from a
single opinion holder is usually not sufficient for action. In most instances, one needs to analyse
opinions from a large number of people,


A positive opinion is usually a positive sentiment or feeling or likes of an opinion holder.
For example, “the instructor is very knowledgeable, patient and easy-going”.



A negative opinion is usually a negative sentiment or feeling or dislikes of an opinion
holder. Negative opinions without context do not provide the details on the humans’
dislikes. For example, “I don't like this course” is a negative comment and the aspects of
what he or she dislikes is unclear. Negative opinions with context are more useful. For
example, “The project in this course is very heavy”, is a negative comment about the aspect,
“project”.

Suggestions: Suggestions are comments that can be used for the product or service
improvements (Ramanand et al, 2010; Brun & Hagege, 2013; Jhamtani, 2015). A suggestive comment
in product reviews by a customers, aims to provide a suggestive intent for possible improvement of the
product or service aspect. Figure 1 shows types of suggestions along with examples.


Implicit suggestions: Implicit suggestions are expressed as wishes or improvements.



Explicit suggestions: These are similar to the negative opinions. User likes and dislikes are
taken into account to make recommendations. In the given example, “Sometimes he went
through the concepts a bit too fast for us to grasp”, is a negative comments and one of the
possible recommendation is that, “the instructor must slow his pace”.

Figure 1: Types of suggestions from students’ comments
In this paper we focus on extracting implicit suggestions from the students’ qualitative
feedback using text mining approaches. There are several benefits of suggestions extraction task.

Firstly, suggestions are useful to improve the teaching and learning process in the course. For example,
the suggestion such as “more programming examples should be given” is useful for enhancing the
learning process of the students in the programming course. Secondly, when combined with the
quantitative feedback, the suggestions help the instructor to prioritize and target the required changes
that need to be applied to the course. Usually, the instructor uses the quantitative feedback on questions
related to course and accordingly amends the course for improvements. In addition to quantitative
feedback, the instructor can use suggestions which most students talk about and amend the course with
more informed evidences on the specific components of the course. For example, if students provided a
low score to “course labs, project and assignment” and then added suggestions in the comment sections,
the instructor can use the suggestions on the labs, project and assignments to focus on the main issue
and make relevant amendments. Therefore, the instructor can analyse where the main concern lies,
whether it is in labs or projects or assignments, and amend the course accordingly. Thirdly, suggestions
are useful to help improve the instructor's performance. We observe that the junior students take senior
students’ advices in course bidding and selection. Hence, it is important for the instructor to improve his
or her teaching and the course content. Through the course evaluation systems, the instructor has the
opportunity to discover the gaps in the teaching delivery and course content. Applied in the effective
manner, the instructor’s overall performance can be improved. Lastly, the management, dean or
associated dean, can use the suggestions, to make decisions on the providing the necessary training or
support to the instructor, for improving teaching delivery and course content.
One of the main challenges with implicit suggestions extraction task is the textual nature of
comments which are expressed in natural language. We explain the challenges in detail in Section 2.
Furthermore, the suggestions are embedded within the text. Opinion mining, topic extraction and NLP
techniques (Liu, 2010;Sarawagi, 2008) from the text mining and linguistics research are widely popular
for mining users’ comments in social media. Sentiment mining techniques are widely used for product
review mining in consumer business world (Liu, 2010; Hu, 2004). We leverage these techniques for
building the solution for implicit suggestion extraction task. Our solution applies data mining and text
mining techniques on qualitative comments to extract suggestions from students’ comments.
Our work is novel in a way it focuses on implicit suggestions extraction from students’
comments. To the best of our knowledge there is no previous work that focuses on suggestions from
students, using student qualitative feedback comments. We evaluated our solution using student
feedback provided by the students for undergraduate core courses taught at the School of Information
Systems, Singapore Management University collected over two semesters on seven different courses.
Our experiments show that statistical classifier, decision tree C5.0 performs better than SVM with an
overall F-Score of around 78.1% in extracting implicit suggestions task.
The paper will be structured as follows. Section 2 describes the implicit suggestion extraction
task. Section 3 will be devoted to literature review on opinion mining research, suggestion extraction
studies and student teaching evaluations research. Section 4 describes our implicit suggestion extraction
solution overview and its details. In section 5, we focus on dataset, experiments, results and discussions.
We conclude in Section 6 pointing some interesting future directions of our work.

2. Implicit Suggestion Extraction Task Definition
In this section, we explain the Implicit Suggestion Extraction task in detail. The input to the task is the
list of student comments. Figure 2 shows sample inputs and outputs to our task.
Usually, the comments are short in nature but they may contain opinions as well as suggestions.
For example, the first comment in Figure 2, contains an opinion as well as an implicit suggestion. “The
course is good” is an opinion and “I do however feel that labs should be done in class to replace ICE” is
an implicit suggestion. Also note that the fourth comment is a negative opinion with context and can be
referred to as an explicit suggestion. In our work, we focus only on extracting the implicit suggestions
from the students’ comments. The aim of the extraction task is to extract the sentences that are
suggestions and provide the visuals to the faculty for deeper analysis.
The main challenges in the task include data challenges, suggestion identification and visuals
dashboard generation.

Figure 2: Sample inputs and outputs to implicit suggestion extraction task
In the next section, we provide some relevant literature review that provides the necessary
background for our solution approach.

3. Literature Review
In this section, we provide some background on suggestion extraction and text mining
algorithms. We rely on this background and leverage on some existing text mining techniques for
designing our solution approach.

3.1 Opinion Mining
Opinion mining involves extracting sentiments and feeling from various sources like social
media and online forum. Summarizing opinions helps government and businesses to adjust their
governance policy and business strategy (Hu, 2004). Opinion mining has many real-life applications
and several application-oriented research studies have been published (Liu, 2010;Sarawagi, 2008;Hu
2004). Opinion mining architecture takes users’ comments as inputs to generate sentiment analysis
visualizations as outputs that can aid the decision makers in decision making process. Analysing student
feedback focusses on automatically extracting opinions of students on course and instructor from large
number of qualitative comments. In this work we leverage on the opinion architecture devised by Liu
(Liu, 2010).Liu’s opinion architecture is built on text processing and text classification techniques.

3.2 Suggestion Extraction
Unlike opinion mining where we identify the like and dislikes or positive from negative
comments. Extracting suggestions seeks to discover objective comments indicating what improvement
an individual would like to see or have. Automatic discovery of suggestions from customer reviews or
surveys is vital to understanding and addressing customer concerns. Equipped with this insight,
businesses can channel their resources into improving their product or services. A previous study has
employed rules based approach for identifying user wishes (Ramanand et al, 2010) through rule based
method. There has been other research works in mining suggestion from sources like, tweets on mobile
phone, electronics and hotel reviews (Sapna & Paul, 2015). Brun & Hagege developed a recommender
system using customer profile and suggestions (Brun & Hagege, 2013). Yang et al. demonstrated that
suggestion extraction can be applied in user recommendation based on user profile and geographical

context (Yang & Fang, 2013). In our work, we study the implicit suggestion extraction from the
students’ course feedback. To our knowledge this is the first work in education data analytics research.
We used classification based approaches for extracting implicit suggestions from qualitative comments.

3.3 Student Evaluations and Opinion Mining
Education institutions implement teaching evaluation surveys that enable comparisons to be
made across the institution whilst allowing flexibility for individual course modules. These survey
questions are the combination of “program-wide” questions and “module-specific” questions. Student
surveys provide valuable feedback that helps course designers towards improving teaching style, course
content and assessment design, and overall student learning (Murray,1997; Elaine & Iain, 2005). Hounsell
suggested that the feedback must be analysed and interpreted with great care so that action, and
ultimately improvement, can result from feedback process (Hounsell, 2013).
Altrabsheh concluded that Support Vector Machines and complement Naïve Bayes produced
the most accurate results while learning sentiment (Altrabsheh, 2014). They developed a system to
analyse sentiments in real time to provide real-time intervention in the classroom. To predict whether or
not a student would retake the course, Hajizadeh experimented on student feedback to analyse the
sentiments (Hajizadeh, 2014). To study the opinion words from student feedback, Rashid used
generalized sequential pattern mining and association rule mining (Rashid et at., 2013). Gottipati and
Venky provided a framework for the qualitative feedback analysis (Gottipati & Venky, 2017). In this
framework, they mentioned the challenges of textual data. Nitin et al, suggested a text mining approach
to study the sentiments and topics in students’ comments (Nitin at al, 2015). However, the goal of all
these previous works was to extract the sentiments and not the suggestions from the student feedback
comments.
In our work, we are focusing on implicit suggestions extraction from students’ comments. To
the best of our knowledge there is no previous work that focuses on suggestions extraction from student
qualitative feedback comments. In our work, we leverage on some of the approaches suggested by the
earlier works. We apply classification techniques in extracting suggestions from student qualitative
feedback.

4. Solution
In this section, we first present the overview of our solution and then the details of each component of
the solution.

4.1 Solution Overview
Figure 3 shows the overview of our solution approach for implicit suggestion extraction. The
solution approach consists of three main stages. In the first stage, raw input comments are pre-processed
and prepared for suggestion extraction stage. The second stage is critical to our solution approach. This
stage employs text mining algorithms for the extraction of suggestions from the processed comments.
In the final stage, the extracted suggestions are aggregated for comprehensive reporting that can used by
the instructors and administrators of improving the teaching and learning process.

Figure 3: Solution approach for implicit suggestion extraction task

4.2 Solution Details
In the first stage, to pre-process the data, all sentences are extracted from input comments using
sentence tokenizers (Kurt, 2016). Tokenization deals with the splitting of text into units during data
pre-processing which is critical for the second stage algorithms. Text can be tokenized in to paragraphs,
sentences, phrases and single words. We also adopt a vector space representation of a document where
each comment is evaluated as document term frequency.
Second stage involves extracting implicit suggestions using text classification methods. In our
experiments, we used four different classification algorithms.
 Decision tree C5.0 - C5.0 is a classification tree that is produced by algorithms that identify
various ways of splitting data. It is used to predict outcome or class to which the data
belongs. A data is one comment and the outcome is either “a suggestion” or “not a
suggestion” [27].
 Conditional Inference Tree (cTree) - cTrees work much like C5.0 decision tree for
classification tasks. However, it uses significance test procedures to select variable and
maximizing information measures [23].
 Generalized Linear Models (GLM) - GLM works on a fundamental principle of linear
regression, an approach to model a relationship between variables used for prediction
analysis. Each predictor has a coefficient with an assign level of significance or correlation
to a certain class. The class in this case is “suggestion” or “not a suggestion” [24].
 Support vector machine (SVM) – SVMs finds a hyperplane that categorize the comments
by their features over a space. The goal is to maximize the distance between the planes and
points that falls on the edge of the plane known as support vectors for better performance of
the algorithm [25, 26].
In last stage, the goal is to provide user friendly summaries of the suggestions obtained from
student comments. The visualization interfaces design goal is to be more user friendly for search,
comparison and analysis (see Figure 4). Graphical representation of the text using word clouds for a
quick view is the most commonly used visual model. Additionally, we also designed query based tables
style suggestions for better usability. We depict sample screen from our dashboard in Section 5.3. Other
designs include the bar chart comparisons of the number of suggestions for various aspects of the
course. The frequency of the suggestions will also enable the instructor to prioritize the changes that
need to be undertaken for the course content or course delivery improvements.

5. Experiments
In this section, we first explain our datasets followed by results and discussions. Our experiments are
designed to evaluate the implicit suggestion extraction stage and the visualization stage.

5.1 Datasets and Data Preparation
The dataset is the qualitative teaching evaluation feedback submitted by students attending
undergraduate core courses offered by the School of Information Systems at Singapore Management
University for two terms in a year. Not all comments are useful for analysing. For example, comments
such as “NA” and “Nil” are discarded as they introduce noise into the datasets. After clean up, we have
a total of 5,342 comments for our experiments.
Data Preparation for Experiments: To evaluate various classification methods, we first
randomly sampled a small dataset, then we manually labelled the comments that are suggestions and
finally, tested various classification methods described in previous section. To compare the models, we
used text evaluation measures; precision, recall and F-Score (Hu, 2004). Precision is the fraction of
comments that are actually suggestions among the total number comments classified as suggestions.
Recall is the fraction of actual suggestions that have been retrieved over total number of suggestions in
all the student comments. F-Score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.

We took a subset of 399 comments randomly, to perform training and testing. We first perform
sentence tokenizing (Kurt, 2016) on each of the 399 comment, which produces 604 sentences.
For example, “Enthusiastic and entertaining. Classes were never boring. More in class
exercises would be good to have” is tokenized into three sentences. We asked human judges to
manually label these sentences as suggestions or not. We present the results in the next section and the
visualizations of the tool in section 5.3.

5.2 Implicit Suggestion Classification Results
We evaluated four different statistical classifiers and the results are depicted in Table 1. We observe
SVM and C5.0 give high precision and recall scores. C5.0 gives highest F-Score of 78.1% compared to
other models.
Table 1: Evaluation results using different classification methods.
Classifier
Generalized Linear Models (GLM)

Precision
0.676

Recall
0.650

F-Score
0.658

Support Vector Machine (SVM)

0.755

0.719

0.735

Conditional Inference Tree (CTREE)

0.781

0.681

0.698

Decision Tree C5.0

0.802

0.775

0.781

We further manually analysed the results to study the misclassifications that lead to low F-Scores.
Table 2 shows some example comments and the predicted values by C5.0 classifier. We observe that the
misclassified comments are poor in grammatical structure. One possible way of improving the tool
performance is combining the rule-based or pattern-based techniques which can be considered as future
work to improve this tool.
Table 2: Sample comments from the dataset and the predictions by the tool as implicit suggestion or not.
Comment (Sentence Tokenized)
“Prof could have given more leeway to teams seeking to enhance automation for
clients.”
“We should have more practices in class to allow us to learn more stuff.”

Actual

Predicted

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

“Lessons can be more engaging, by asking the students questions or trying out models.”

Yes

Yes

“Course could have spent more time on app logger and less time on the rest of the stuff”

Yes

Yes

“He tries to make the lessons as structured as he can.”
“Prior to this course, i never knew that Excel could be used to anaylse or project future
sales.”
Probably organize lab sessions once a week for students to clear their doubts when they
are using excel.
Spends more time going through the examples as some students take more time to
understand

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

5.3 Visualizations
For developing visual dashboard Shiny, a web application development tool is used [27]. A
sample screen of the dashboard is depicted in Figure 4. Top of the screen provides keyword search
functionality and a frequency bar to filter the suggestions. To the left of the screen, list of suggestions
are presented in a tabular form and on the right is a word cloud. The word cloud gives an aerial
perspective of the suggestion data, words that are of importance are highlighted by their size and colour.
The instructor can use the word clouds as a reference to further refine their search and specify the
frequency count for filtering the suggestions. For example, if the instructor would like to know what
suggestions are given for the word “assignment” which is highlighted in pink, he or she can enter this
term in the search entry box.

In this example, we observe that students provide suggestions relating to the word
“assignment”. Some sample suggestions include “assignment to be done in groups”, “provide clear
objectives or direction” and “assignments to be in chuck size”.

Figure 4: Visual dashboard for suggestions in a tabular form and word clouds. The tool enables to study
a single course or compare across courses.

6. Conclusion
Student suggestions aid the teaching faculty in improving the teaching content and class delivery for
improving the learning process. In this paper, we proposed a new task of extracting implicit suggestions
from students’ qualitative feedback comments. We adopted techniques based on text mining and
opinion mining research. We observed that decision tree C5.0 classifier provides better performance
with F-Score of 78.1%. Our future works includes detecting explicit suggestion where within a negative
sentiment statement a suggestion is embedded. Future work will focus on extracting the topics within a
suggestion, for example, instructor presentation, project work and exam. This would provide specific
insight on what are the areas of improvement and highlights main concern within those suggestions. We
are working on the further refining the visualization aspect of the dashboard based on feedback from
instructors.
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